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Abstract—The highly nonlinear characteristics of drying
processes have prompted researchers to seek new nonlinear control
solutions. However, the relation between the implementation
complexity, on-line processing complexity, reliability control
structure and controller’s performance is not well established. The
present paper proposes high performance nonlinear fuzzy controllers
for a real-time operation of a drying machine, being developed under
a consistent match between those issues. A PCI-6025E data
acquisition device from National Instruments® was used, and the
control system was fully designed with MATLAB® / SIMULINK
language. Drying parameters, namely relative humidity and
temperature, were controlled through MIMOs Hybrid Bang-bang+PI
(BPI) and Four-dimensional Fuzzy Logic (FLC) real-time-based
controllers to perform drying tests on biological materials. The
performance of the drying strategies was compared through several
criteria, which are reported without controllers’ retuning. Controllers’
performance analysis has showed much better performance of FLC
than BPI controller. The absolute errors were lower than 8,85 % for
Fuzzy Logic Controller, about three times lower than the
experimental results with BPI control.

Keywords—Drying control, Fuzzy logic control, Intelligent
temperature-humidity control.

D

I. INTRODUCTION

RYING technology is a major energy consumer in many
industries, including agriculture, biotechnology, food,
textile, mineral, pharmaceutical, pulp and paper, polymer,
wood, and others. Dufour suggests that drying is also the
oldest chemical engineering unit operation [1]. Drying of
biological products has been done traditionally taking
advantage of the places where the climate makes it feasible.
However, the process of successful natural drying depends
upon actual meteorological conditions, is a intensive labour
activity and lasts for too long. The wide variety of products
available today demands high quality specifications. The need
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to optimize energy utilization during drying leads to the
development of control strategies for the drying plants. In
general, material moisture content is the crucial process
variable affecting both energy conservation efficiency and
final product quality [2]. For high-quality, high-efficiency,
and low energy consumption, human decision-based systems
have been replaced by artificial control systems. Drying
control is very complex given its highly nonlinear dynamic: its
variables are strongly coupled and lagged [3], namely in what
concerns external factors such as temperature, air humidity
and air velocity; additional factors such as time, slow
dynamics, non-minimum phase, high order, hidden timeconstants in high frequencies, nature of feeding, gas-solid
contact mode, how energy is introduced into the system,
among others affect the rate drying. This is the main reason
why it is difficult to develop an accurate drying model,
particularly when biological materials, with unique sample
characteristics are concerned. Together with pneumatic
control systems [4], drying control is a research field that
drives the control techniques’ evolution, and it is possible to
say that the drying systems’ evolution is strongly linked to
control techniques’ evolution. Many attempts on temperature
and humidity control of drying process were and are yet
conducted. Drying process parameters are full of uncertainties
due to complexity of transfer laws. In complex plants, namely
in drying technology, it is often impossible to formulate a
physicochemical model of the process [5], because they
should include the nonlinear characteristics, including heat
and mass transfer phenomena, generally characterized by a
complex transfer mechanism of mass and energy. Drying
control algorithms designs assuming "perfect" models is an
expensive mistake, because all the conclusions are as accurate
as the model that they were developed from [6]. «The solution
[…] was based on the assumption of perfect models being
available. In practice, the best that can be expected is that the
drying […] models are a reasonable approximation to reality,
in which case some form of feedback must be introduced»,
refers Musch et al [7]. «The thermodynamic modeling and
control has been a subject of extensive research. Most of the
automatic control schemes of grain drying process for
industrial application are based on conventional control
methods. The drying process is highly complex, nonlinear,
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and long time delay, but many conventional control design
procedures require restrictive assumptions for the drying
process (e.g., linearity)», is said by Liu et al [8].
The strong influence of over-drying on the final quality
underlines the need for a high performance control of the
dryer. Liu and Bakker-Arkema [9] recognized that some
commercial driers controllers are being marketed with
primitive processes models and control algorithms. «Most of
the automatic dryer control schemes for industrial applications
are based on empirical relationships and conventional control
methods. Due to lack of robustness and proper modeling
techniques, these controller performances are not found
satisfactory. Hence, there is a need felt to design and
synthesize appropriate intelligent control strategy», was
written by Thyagarajan [10]. Abukhalifeh, Dhib and Fayed
[11] have said that the development and implementation of
good controllers to operate industrial dryers with high
efficiency has not been reached. Hence, they believe that the
development of good control strategies is still far away of the
satisfactory stage.
Usually, the general problems found in related papers are:
(1) some articles presented a very small set of experimental
results, hence cannot be constituted as conclusive evidences of
the control system performance; (2) some of the papers did
not describe which method was used to find the controller
parameters; (3) the design of the control surface from the
optimal correlation between the all drying parameters was not
always described; (4) the intensive use of the PID method
even in the development of hybrid controllers; (5) the
controller performance analysis was sometimes missing; (6)
and the controller(s) design was not always quite clarified.
The model-based predictive control (MPC) is a control
scheme that «aims to predict the future behavior of the process
and the best behavior is chosen by a correct tuning of the
manipulated variables» [1]. This strategy is one of the most
used techniques in advanced drying control. In fact, it is
advantageous to take benefits from its prediction ability,
because solving an explicit optimization problem formulated
into the future has shown to be appropriate specially one has
to deal with very slow dynamics, time dependency,
accentuated nonlinearity and interdependence of drying
parameters. Kokko, Lautala and Huhtelin [12] proposed a
multivariable MPC to control an impingement dryer of a highspeed paper machine. Dufour et al [13] designed a model
predictive controller for experimental water painting that uses
a diffusional model leading to the knowledge of the drying
characteristics, which is first processed off-line. Schuster and
Kozek [14] developed a mathematical model of an industrial
drying process for viscose staples fibers, which allowed the
introduction of two MPC schemes for state-space models.
Yüzgeç, Becerikli and Türker [15] presented a neuralnetwork-based MPC scheme for a baker’s yeast drying
process. Genetic-based search algorithm were used to find the
optimal drying profile by solving optimization problem in
MPC. A minimum realization linear model used to develop a
MPC is considered by Abukhaiifeh, Dhib and M.Fayed [16].
Slätteke [17] implemented an MPC controller for moisture
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content control in paper production, through the objectoriented modeling language Modelica. Taira [18] presented a
new control scheme called “Mathematical programming type
model predictive receding horizon control method”, which
allowed the control of the temperature and humidity
simultaneously with minimizing energy consumption. An
adaptive control algorithm GPC (Generalized Predictive
Control) to the control of egg drying in a spouted bed dryer
was tested by Corrêa et al [19].
The study of Gou et al [5] concerned the application of two
FLC P (each one to different batches) to control the relative
humidity of fermented sausages drying, through 29 fuzzy
rules. They starting their propose saying that it is often
impossible to get an accurate model in complex drying
technology, showing FLC as «ideal for modeling and
controlling complex». Alvarez-López, Llanes-Santiago and
Verdegay [20] designed a relative humidity’s fuzzy controller
for drying of tobacco leaves. With error and the change error
as their inputs and 49 rules, the controller’s performance
seems to provide better results than «the already established
control algorithms», presenting relative humidity errors in the
neighbour of null error. Atthajariyakul and Leephakpreeda
[21] found a systematic determination of optimal conditions
for fluidized bed paddy drying, and then put forward an
adaptive FLC to obtain improved quality and increase energy
efficiency. The drying air temperature and the percent of
recycle air are controlled through only 6 rules, designed from
the drying air temperature and percent of the recycle air
errors. A learning algorithm was introduced along a gradient
descent-based optimization to adapt the FLC parameters. The
sensitivity learning rule adjusts the fuzzy variables’ sets.
Experimental and simulated results showed a good
controller’s performance: a moisture content error lower than
2.5% was achieved. Wang et al. [22] build up an indirect
fuzzy adaptive controller for wood drying which combines an
adaptive control based on local drying dynamics and
intelligence reflecting process dynamics relating species, size
and others conditions of lumber. They have divided it into two
sub-systems: a moisture adaptive control sub-system and a
temperature adaptive control sub-system, although the authors
do not clarify adaptive laws and the parameter estimation.
Both simulated and experimental results show maximum
deviation lower than 0,4 % of the average moisture. Discuss
that FLC is particularly suitable for complex systems and illdefined processes which analytical modeling is difficult and
the available information is incomplete. Azadeh, Neshat and
Saberi [23] built an approach based on adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy
Inference Systems (ANFID), Artificial Neural Network and
Partial Least Squares (PLS) analysis to get better predictive
control of a spray drying process. They proposed an integrated
algorithm PLS-ANN-ANFIS that deals reliably with
complexity, nonlinearity and noise on modeling complex and
nonlinear processes. Both ANN and ANFIS approaches are
applied for granule particle size prediction and was it proved
the performance enhancement of PLS-ANFIS model in
relation with the PLS-ANN model. Zhu, Wang and Qian [3]
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devoted themselves to develop a fuzzy immune PID controller
to control the temperature and humidity of drying processes.
They used off-line parameters’ optimization by least square
algorithm and on-line optimization through genetic algorithm.
Fuzzy immune PID controller consists of fuzzy reasoning,
immune adjust and fuzzy PID control. Based on above
immune feedback principle of biology system, the immune
feedback mechanism is applied into PID control and the
temperature and humidity is controlled using fuzzy immune
PID algorithm. The temperature fuzzy PID controller was
designed with the temperature error and its change as inputs,
while the humidity fuzzy PID controller waits for the humidity
and its change as inputs. Simulated results with 49 rules have
confirmed that both temperature and relative humidity were
better controlled with fuzzy immune PID than classic fuzzy
PID or simple PID approaches. Zhang, Shi and Ling [24] put
forward a fuzzy PID controller, on the whole a FLC P+PID
controller, to a process of milk powder spray-drying.
Assuming the temperature error and its change as inputs, and
49 rules, the simulation results have shown the ability of this
controller to handle non-linear factors. Sun, Li and Cao [25]
put forward a control scheme for a microwave-vacuum wood
drying that performs a switch between a two-dimensional
fuzzy self-tuning PID controller and a digital PID controller.
Thyagarajan at al. [26] made a comparison between PID,
FLC, FLC using Genetic Algorithms (FLC-GA) and Neuro
Fuzzy Control (NFC) when is required the air heat plant
control. The integral of the error is used as a fuzzy input. The
performance analysis has proved the advantage of FLC over
PID, FLC-GA over FLC and NFC over other schemes. Guo,
Cao and Zheng [27] detailed the fuzzy design of an intelligent
temperature and humidity controller of an air conditioning
control system used in industrial workshops and buildings.
They use a three rules set: the first one to customize tracking
operation to meet the working conditions; the second one to
select the control method; the third was suited for on-off
control. Becker et al. [28] tested an FLC to control the
temperature and humidity for refrigeration systems. After
surveying the relation between the temperature and the
relative humidity after disturbances and changes of cooling or
fan power, the fuzzy temperature controller was designed with
temperature error and change temperature error as inputs and
25 rules, whereas the fuzzy humidity temperature controller
counts with the temperature error, humidity error and
humidity error change and 45 rules. Simulated results have
shown good dynamic process behavior after changes of set
points and under the influence of disturbances. Nachidi,
Benzaouia and Tadeo [29] proposed a Talagi-Sugeno (T-S)
fuzzy model from a simplified dynamic model of the
greenhouse climate. Together with a parallel distributed
compensation (PDC), they achieved the required climate
conditions, which point the T-S approach as appropriated for
very complex process with high nonlinearity such as a
greenhouse climate.
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II. MECHANICAL APPARATUS
The used drying machine has been used for codfish drying
[30]-[31], although it can be used to dry any kind of products
within its technical specifications. Figure 1 shows the drying
machine’s mechanical apparatus and instrumentation. It
includes a centrifugal blower, driven by a variable velocity
AC motor which defines the air velocity control within the
drying chamber. The air is forced through electric heating
resistances allowing the air temperature to be raised. Steam at
atmospheric pressure is used for humidification and a
cooler/dehumidifier is used for cooling and dehumidifying the
drying air. The air velocity is measured by a Pitot tube and
micro-manometer (Furness, model FC0510). The air
temperature and the relative humidity are acquired through a
digital thermo-hygrometer (Omega, model RH411), with
temperature accuracy of ±1ºC in the range -18ºC to 49ºC, and
humidity accuracy about ±5% at 25ºC in the range 5%-20%,
±3% at 25ºC between 20%-90%, and ±5% at 25ºC between
90%-99%. Figure 2 concerns about the schematic design of
the dryer where all codfish drying tests were performed.

Fig. 1 Drying Machine

Fig. 2 Dryer schema of the drying machine
(1 – centrifugal blower; 2 – humidifier; 3 – temperature sensors; 4 –
electrical resistances of 2 kW; 5 – pitot tube and micro-manometer; 6
– dehumidifier; 7 – electrical resistances of 1 kW; 8 – thermohygrometer; 9 – sample; 10 – digital balance).
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III. HARDWARE PLATFORM
The control and operation of the drying process are
accomplished by a computer card in conjunction with the
Matlab/Simulink® platform. Data acquisition of the dryer is
handled by a PCI-6025E card, from National Instruments. It
has 12 bits analog outputs and 12 bits analog inputs, with
sampling rates of 20 kS/s and 200kS/s, respectively. From its
eight analog inputs, four of them were used to acquire the
ambient temperature, and the current temperature, relative
humidity and air velocity within the dryer. The two analog
outputs were used for output of the dehumidifier and
centrifugal blower signals. Despite their 32 digital I/O ports,
only four were employed to send the electrical and humidifier
resistances control signals. The PC is a Pentium dual core
CPU of 2.25 GHz and 2 GB of RAM. The hardware platform
scheme is represented in Figure 3.

Fig. 4 Software platform in the drying process.
(DC – Dehumidifier control signal; R12C – Electrical Resistances 1
and 2 control signal; R34C – Electrical Resistances 3 and 4 control
signal; RC12C – Humidifier Resistances 1 and 2 control signal; RC3C
– Humidifier Resistances 3 control signal; TR – Current temperature;
RHR – Current relative humidity).

V. DRYING PROCESS DYNAMICS

Fig. 3 Hardware platform.
(R1,2 – Electrical Resistances 1 and 2 of 2 kW each; R3,4 – Electrical
Resistances 3 and 4 of 1kW each; RC1,2 – Humidifier Resistances 1
and 2 of 2kW each; RC3 – Humidifier Resistance 3 of 1kW; Tamb –
Ambient Temperature; TR – Current temperature; RHR – Current
relative humidity; vR – current velocity; DH – Dehumidifier; CB Centrifugal blower).

IV. SOFTWARE PLATFORM
The control, operating and monitoring software was
designed in the Matlab/Simulink® environment. With the
Real-Time Windows Target, it was possible to run Simulink
program in real-time on the PC, with 10ms deadline. Using
Real-Time Workshop (RTW) 7.3 from Mathworks, C code
was generated, compiled and put into real-time execution on
the Windows-based PC [32]. This connection is established
with the Simulink external mode, which allows that RTW can
load the customized program into memory. This RTW target
I/O device drivers support the building of an interface
between the monitoring and control software and the
instrumentation devices, performed through the PCI-6025E
board. All acquisition operations were done through the Data
Acquisition Toolbox from Matlab. Hence, a PC-in-the-loop
prototyping was developed with the requirements of high
speed deterministic control, an easy interface due to its ability
to interface all the sensors and actuators of the drying
machine, and the easy controllers’ upgrade. Figure 4 shows
the platform software to control the drying processes.
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A. Operation Conditions
Drying tests were performed for the following operational
conditions: air temperature: [15 23] (°C); air velocity: [1.5
2.5] (m/s); relative humidity: [40 70] (%).
Air temperature values should be around 20°C. Values
above 20ºC-22ºC will compromise the dried codfish final
quality. The constraints of the mechanical apparatus have
limited the relative humidity’s to values above 45%. The air
velocity’s values stayed in the range used for the fish drying
[33]-[36].
B. Open-loop Experiments
To find the best control scheme always implies the
knowledge of the dynamics of drying machine: a survey
highlighted factors such as slowness of the process, its time
dependency, its nonlinearity, the interdependence of drying
parameters and the influence of the control signal change in
the dynamics behavior of temperature, relative humidity and
velocity. This fundamental knowledge is required to build up
either numerical or experience based controllers. These
nonlinearities were studied through a set of experimental
procedures, namely by: (1) DC changing in a ramp function
while R12,34C and RC12,3C were kept down; (2) DC changing
in several steps, while R12,34C and RC12,3C were kept down;
(3) RC12,3C changing in several steps, while R12,34C and DC
were kept down; (4) R12,34C changing in several steps, while
DC and RC12,3C were kept down; (5) DC and RC12,3C
changing in steps while R12,34C were kept down; (6) DC and
R12,34C changing in steps while RC12,3C were kept down;
(7) R12,34C and RC12,3C changing in steps and while DC
were kept down; (8) RC12,3C, R12,34C and DC changing in
steps.
Figures 5 to 16 illustrate this set of open loop experiments.
Two initial operating points were defined: (1) TR ≈ 24ºC and
RHR ≈ 96%; (2) TR ≈ 49ºC and RHR ≈ 10%. Should be noted
that the dehumidifier and the centrifugal blower were kept at
about 50% of its maximum capacity when they were not being
controlled (in which case they are kept constant).
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Fig. 5 Dynamics of drying process parameters when the dehumidifier control signal is changed.

Fig. 6 Dynamics of drying process parameters when dehumidifier control signal is changed.

Fig. 7 Dynamics of drying process parameters when electrical resistances control signal is changed.

Fig. 8 Dynamics of drying process parameters when humidifier control signal is changed.

Fig. 9 Dynamics of drying process parameters when dehumidifier and humidifier control signals are changed.

Fig. 10 Dynamics of drying process parameters when dehumidifier and humidifier control signals are changed.
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Fig. 11 Dynamics of drying process parameters when dehumidifier and electrical resistances control signals are changed.

Fig. 12 Dynamics of drying process parameters when dehumidifier and electrical resistances control signals are changed.

Fig. 13 Dynamics of drying process parameters when humidifier and electrical resistances control signals are changed.

Fig. 14 Dynamics of drying process parameters when humidifier and electrical resistances control signals are changed.

Fig. 15 Dynamics of drying process parameters when dehumidifier, humidifier and electrical resistances control signals are changed.

Fig. 16 Dynamics of drying process parameters when dehumidifier, humidifier and electrical resistances control signals are changed.
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VI. CONTROLLERS DESIGN
A. Overall MIMO-based Controllers
Fuzzy logic has proven its worth as a practical problemsolving tool when the physical constraints are underlined. The
fuzzy logic is appropriated for modeling and controlling
complex, nonlinear systems because it systematically handles
ambiguity. Because of this, a fuzzy control system for codfish
drying experiments has been proposed. The main aim is to
find the optimal air parameters for codfish drying. The effect
of the drying agent parameters, namely relative humidity,
temperature and air velocity, on the codfish needs more
research. In fact, there are not studies about this matter at all.
Therefore, it has been necessary to build up dryer controllers,
which air parameters must be controlled efficiently to study
the dryer behavior of the codfish at different conditions.
As can be seen in figures 17 and 18, the overall drying
controller was first designed using a Hybrid Bang-bang+PI
(BIP) control scheme, but was later upgraded to three fuzzy
controllers: the Fuzzy Dehumidifier Controller (FDC-PD), the
Fuzzy Humidifier Resistances Controller (FHRC-PD) and the
Fuzzy Electrical Resistances Controller (FERC-PD). These
controllers were designed through heuristic information to
build a human-in-the-loop controller in order to emulate a
decision-through-expertise-collection.
As
opposed
to
conventional control approaches, fuzzy control can be built on
top of the programmer expert’s experience. Hence, the control
system performance was not designed to be a function of any
mathematical models accuracy, avoiding a lot of hard
questions about lower-order design models required by
several control techniques, such as MPC [6] , [37] – [38].

About the FLC parameterization, the “mamdani” inference
mechanism, the “minimum” implication, the “maximum”
aggregation and the “COG” defuzzification methods were
applied to all controllers.
FLC algorithm’s on-line processing may demand a high
computational cost. This problem can be solved using a matrix
representation of the parameterized fuzzy models. Using the
Fuzzy Logic Toolbox’s functions of the MATLAB® software,
it’s possible to get n-dimensional Look-up-tables (LUT) to
allow real-time processing [39] – [40].
The relative humidity and temperature measures were
filtered with 4th order Bessel lowpass filters.
B. Overall Hybrid Bang-bang+PI Controller
The dehumidifier controller was not projected as a PID
controller with Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) output
because of the dehumidifier constrains. In fact, switching on
the dehumidifier more than twenty times a day could damage
it. Therefore, it was applied the following control law:
⎧1 TSET < TR ∪ RH SET < RH R
DC ( t ) = ⎨
⎩0 TSET ≥ TR ∪ RH SET ≥ RH R

(1)

The PI Humidifier Resistances controller has the control law:
t

RC12,3C (t ) = K P _ RC e RH (t ) + K I _ RC ∫ e RH (t ) dt

(2)

0

The control law of the PI Electrical Resistances controller is:
t

R12,34 C (t ) = K P _ R eT (t ) + K I _ R ∫ eT (t ) dt

(3)

0

Both PI controller parameters were found through the
Ziegler-Nichols method, which conducted to: Kp_RC = 5; KI_RC
= 0.1; KP_R = 2; KI_R = 0.02. An anti-windup technique was
also built-in to avoid the large increase of the integral action.

Fig. 17 Overall BPI controller for dryer process.

C. Fuzzy Dehumidifier Controller (FDC-PD)
This FDC-PD controller gets a nonlinear action of the
current and future’s error, through a four dimensional MISO
FLC that defines the proportional and derivative control
mapping of the relative humidity and temperature. Fifteen
fuzzy sets and eighty one rules were parameterized to define
the nonlinear behavior between the four inputs and the
controller output: three for each input and three for the output.
Equations 4 and 5 describe the FDC-PD control law, whereas
figures 19 to 24 represents the three-dimensional control
surfaces achieved from the four-dimensional control law.
DC (t ) = K FDC K FDC _ out

(4)

K FDC =
= f ( K T _ in eT (t ), K dT _ in e&T (t ), K RH _ in e RH (t ), K dRH _ in e& RH (t )) (5)
Fig. 18 Overall fuzzy controller for dryer process.
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Fig. 19 FDC’s control surface - the temperature error and the
temperature error rate.

Fig. 22 FDC’s control surface - the humidity error and the
temperature error rate.

Fig. 20 FDC’s control surface - the temperature error and the
humidity error.
Fig. 23 FDC’s control surface - the humidity error and the humidity
error rate.

Fig. 21 FDC’s control surface - the temperature error and the
humidity error rate.
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Fig. 24 FDC’s control surface - the temperature error rate and the
humidity error rate.

Through manual tuning, this controller was optimized with
the following parameters: KT_in = 0.95; KdT_in = 0.003; KRH_in =
0.8; KdRH_in = 0.005; KFDC_out = 10.
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D. Fuzzy Humidifier Resistances Controller (FHRC-PD)
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This FHRC-PD controller gets a nonlinear action of the
current and future’s error, through a two dimensional MISO
FLC that defines the proportional and derivative control
mapping of the relative humidity. Ten fuzzy sets and nine
rules were parameterized to define the nonlinear behavior
between the two inputs and the controller output: three for
each input and four for the output. Equations 6 and 7 present
the FHRD-PD control law, whereas in figure 25 the
corresponding control surface is represented.
RC12,3C (t ) = K FHRC K FHRC _ out

(6)

K FHRC = f ( K RH _ in e RH (t ), K dRH _ in e& RH (t ))

(7)

Fig. 26 FERC’s control surface - the temperature error and the
temperature error rate.

Fig. 25 FHRC’s control surface
Fig. 27 FERC’s control surface - the temperature error and the
humidity error.

Through manual tuning, this controller was optimized with
the following parameters: KRH_in = 0.8; KdRH_in = 0.005;
KFDC_out = 10.
E. Fuzzy Electrical Resistances Controller (FERC_PD)
This FERC-PD controller gets a nonlinear action of the
current and future’s error, through a three dimensional MISO
FLC that defines the proportional and derivative control
mapping of the relative humidity and temperature. Twelve
fuzzy sets and twenty seven rules were parameterized to
define the nonlinear behavior between the three inputs and the
controller output: three for each input and three for the output.
Equations 8 and 9 define the FHRD-PD control law, whereas
figures 26 to 28 represent the corresponding control surface
form the three-dimensional control law.
R12,34 C (t ) = K FERC K FERC _ out

(8)

Fig. 28 FERC’s control surface - the temperature error rate and the
humidity error.

K FERC = f ( K T _ in eT (t ), K RH _ in e RH (t ), K dT _ in e&T (t ))

(9)

Through manual tuning, this controller was optimized with
the following parameters: KT_in = 2; KdT_in = 0.003; KRH_in =
0.01; KFDC_out = 20.
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VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Relative Humidity Tracking Tasks

B. Controller Performance Analysis and Discussion
Controllers’ performance were analyzed through several
criteria evaluation, namely mean humidity values (MHV),
mean squared error (MSE), absolute mean error (AME),
absolute lower error (ALE), absolute higher error (AHE),
relative mean error (MRE), relative lower error (RLE) and
relative higher error (RHE). Table 1 was built taken the
controllers response into account.
TABLE I
PID AND FLC CONTROLLERS’ HUMIDITY RESPONSE TO SEVERAL STEPS

Open Science Index, Mechanical and Mechatronics Engineering Vol:4, No:11, 2010 publications.waset.org/7029/pdf

Criteria
Evaluation

Fig. 29 PID and FLC controllers’ answer to a step (experiment 1).
Experimental conditions: Temperature: 20ºC; air velocity: 2 m/s.

Fig. 30 PID and FLC controllers’ answer to an step (experiment 2).
Experimental conditions: Temperature: 20ºC; air velocity: 2 m/s.

Tracking Task (FLC | PID)
Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

MHV (%)

50.3 | 59.8

40.5 | 59.7

50.3 | 63.3

59.9 | 61.5

MSE (%)

1.9 | 10.8

4.2 | 19. 96

1.9 | 13.98

7.45 | 6.31

AME (%)

1.67 | 9.79

3.32 | 19.7

1.67 | 13.3

2.41 | 4.34

ALE (%)

0.02 | 2

0.23 | 16

0.02 | 6

0|0

AHE (%)

3.61 | 17

8.85 | 27

3.61 | 24

10 | 21

RME (%)

3.32 | 15.9

8.5 | 32.75

3.3 | 20.67

4.12 | 7.24

RLE (%)

0.05 | 3.85

0.57 | 28.6

0.05 | 10.7

0|0

RHE (%)

7.46 | 25.4

28.4 | 40.3

7.46 | 32.4

20 | 53.85

All the criteria show how the FLC improved the control of
the drying process. Figure 33 to 36 was built with
performance results from table 1: the results show that, even
without a mathematical model that can explicit the drying
process nonlinearities, nevertheless through open-loop
experiments, it is possible to overcome all the difficulties
about drying control, namely in what concerns the time
dependency, drying parameters’ dynamics and their
interdependence, and the control signal influence on such
parameters’ dynamics.

Fig. 31 PID and FLC controllers’ answer to an step (experiment 3).
Experimental conditions: Temperature: 20ºC; air velocity: 1.5 m/s.

Fig. 33 PID and FLC experimental results (experiment 1).

Fig. 32 PID and FLC controllers’ answer to an step (experiment 4).
Experimental conditions: Temperature: 20ºC; air velocity: 2 m/s.
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Fig. 34 PID and FLC experimental results (experiment 2).

Appendix
FDC-PD’s Fuzzy Sets

Fig. 35 PID and FLC experimental results (experiment 3).
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Fig. 37 FDC’s temperature error fuzzy sets.

Fig. 36 PID and FLC experimental results (experiment 4).
Fig. 38 FDC’s temperature error rate fuzzy sets.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes the adoption of high performance nonlinear fuzzy controllers for a soft real-time operation of a
drying machine. The control system of machine was put into
operation with MATLAB® / SIMULINK software and the
hardware used was PCI-6025E data acquisition device from
National Instruments®. Hybrid Bang-bang+PI (BPI) and FLC
PD real-time-based controllers were implemented, tested and
compared for the control of relative humidity and temperature
drying parameters. The overall FLC is composed by three
fuzzy controllers: Fuzzy Dehumidifier Controller (FDC-PD),
Fuzzy Humidifier Resistances Controller (FHRC-PD) and
Fuzzy Electrical Resistances Controller (FERC-PD).
All the criteria evaluation used for controller’s performance
analysis for several steps tracking tasks has showed much
better performance of the fuzzy logic controller. The absolute
errors were lower than 8,85 % for Fuzzy Logic Controller,
about three times lower than the experimental results obtained
through BPI control. Despite a reasonable number of set of
rules and fuzzy sets, it was possible to carry out high
performance drying controllers. Moreover, this controllers’
design not took into account the mathematical model of the
drying process. Nonlinear closed loop control for drying
process is a promising research field that can provide the
evolution of the overall control techniques.
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Fig. 40 FDC’s humidity error rate fuzzy sets.
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FERC-PD Fuzzy Sets

Fig. 41 FDC’s output fuzzy sets.
Fig. 45 FERC’s temperature error fuzzy sets.
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FHRC-PD Fuzzy Sets

Fig. 46 FERC’s temperature error rate fuzzy sets.
Fig. 42 FHRC’s humidity error fuzzy sets.

Fig. 47 FERC’s humidity error fuzzy sets.
Fig. 43 FHRC’s humidity error rate fuzzy sets.

Fig. 48 FERC’s output fuzzy sets.
Fig. 44 FHRC’s output fuzzy sets.
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pm
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zero

pm
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zero

zero
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TABLE II

pm

Pos

pos

zero

neg

FDC-PD RULE TABLE

ps

Pos

neg

zero

zero

Pos

zero

zero

zero

FDC-PD’s Rule-base

Output

Temp. error

Temp. error
rate

Hum. error

Hum. error
rate

ps
ps

Pos

pos

zero

zero

pm

neg

neg

neg

neg

ps

Pos

neg

zero

pos

neg

ps

Pos

zero

zero

pos

ps

Pos

pos

zero

pos
neg

pm
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neg
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neg
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neg
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zero
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neg
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pb

neg
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FHRC-PD Rule-base
TABLE III
FHRC-PD RULE TABLE

pm

neg

neg

zero

pos

pb

neg

zero

zero

pos

Output

Humidity error

Humidity error rate

pb

neg

pos

zero
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neg

neg
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zero
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zero
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[9]

FERC-PD Rule-base
TABLE IV

[10]

FERC-PD RULE TABLE
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